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Despite its size, it covers amateur bands from meters, operates in all modes, and has
DSP-based features found on larger radios. Our new KPA was designed with the serious
operator in mind. Its no-nonsense front panel shows all important parameters at a glance, with a
high-contrast character LCD and fast Does a 3D presentation of the KX2 sound interesting?
How about a KPA and a K4 demo? Are you thinking about building a K2? Have you visited our
YouTube Channel? The Elecraft KX3, K2, tuners, and linear amp kits capture the excitement of
building and operating your own full-featured HF systems. Discover the thrill of building and
really understanding your own radio equipment. Imagine the feeling you will get from your first
QSO when you tell the other operator that you built it yourself! The KPA is by far the best
andeasiest amplifier I have ever owned. Well worth the price. The built-in tuner is Wonderful.
Love your products and have never experienced any problems with any of them. My preference
is always low power and QRP and never do I exceed watts. Wonderful, reliable products
achieving excellent results. K3S, 5 filters, Gen. All work flawlessly as if one piece. The K3S is
akin to a pair of hearing aids. Signals come out of nowhere and allow me to hear distant signals
and the KPA allows the DX to hear me. A perfect balance. Assembling it all was fun too! The
performance was solid, no glitches. QSK was silent and fast. My Alpha 87As are now for sale.
Like a diamond, a KX3 is forever. Thank you very much for building such great radios. I really
love my KX3. I find it is absolutely marvelous, with pain-free system integration-it is like having
a W transceiver and broadband antenna covering m. I have been a happy Elecraft owner since
August with the purchase of my K3S. I may not be the biggest customer that Elecraft has, but
when I reach out for support I made to feel like I am the only customer Elecraft has. The
performance of their products is only eclipsed by their service and support. Truly amazing! Ham
radio has opened the joy missed since Heathkit went out of business. Fortunately, Elecraft is
filing the space left. I never had such joy as when I assembled my K2, and had it working. I am a
happy owner of a K3S and a KX2. All radios are full optional. Thank you very much for existing.
All the best to you and your colleagues, from Trieste, North East Italy. Cart List. X Close Cart.
See the February Specials. KX-Line for the Adventure Minded. KX2 "Stealth" transceiver If
you're off the grid, or just off the beaten path, stay in touch What's Cool. Subscribe to our
newsletter Subscribed to receive news and updates! Testimonials K3S, 5 filters, Gen.
Testimonials Like a diamond, a KX3 is forever. Testimonials I may not be the biggest customer
that Elecraft has, but when I reach out for support I made to feel like I am the only customer
Elecraft has. Testimonials Ham radio has opened the joy missed since Heathkit went out of
business. The sixth generation Honda Civic was introduced in with 3-door hatchback, 4-door
sedan and 2-door coupe body styles, replicating its predecessor's lineup. The Domani replaced
the sedan version of the Concerto in Japan while the sedan version of the Concerto was directly
replaced by the sixth generation Civic sedan in other markets. Neither were offered in North
America. The Civic 5-door hatchback also formed the basis for the Rover although the 4-door
sedan version of the Rover was quite distinct from the Domani. At its introduction in , it won the
Car of the Year Japan Award for the third time. CX : The base trim package, available as a
hatchback only. In , the CX added inch wheels as standard equipment. In , the CX added tilt
steering as standard equipment. Power steering was standard on all sedans, and on the coupes
when ordered with automatic transmission. For , the DX added inch wheels as standard
equipment. LX : Available as a four-door only. It included all standard equipment from DX plus
inch wheels, power windows, power locks, power mirrors, power steering, front stabilizer bar,
front center armrest with storage compartment, cargo area light, cruise control, and tachometer.
For , the LX added air conditioning as standard equipment. It included all standard equipment
from LX plus a higher-horsepower SOHC VTEC engine, power sunroof, air conditioning, remote
entry system, plus body-colored side mirrors and side molding. ABS was standard on sedan
only and optional on the coupe if equipped with an automatic transmission. For , the EX added a
CD player as standard equipment. It was the only trim available with a CVT continuously
variable transmission , though customers could also choose a 5-speed manual transmission. It
included all standard equipment from DX, plus a slightly higher horsepower VTEC-E engine,
alloy wheels, power windows, power locks, power steering, and tachometer. GX : Introduced in
and available as a sedan for fleet-purchase only, this trim package was specially designed to
run on natural gas. See Honda Civic GX for detail and references. It included all standard
equipment from DX plus automatic transmission, power locks, CD player, air conditioning,
keyless entry, and special paint. EX trims had the slave cassette player standard. All vehicles
were equipped with four speakers except for the EX which included two extra tweeters located
on the front doors , radio wiring prep , and an antenna regardless of whether or not they had a
radio. Changes from the standard Civic included stiffer, progressive-rate springs, stiffer front
and rear anti-roll bars, and a tower brace, which contributed to a flatter-cornering ride. There are
power locks, power windows, a CD player, cruise control, air conditioning, power sunroof, and

tilt steering. In , for the model year, the Civic had some updates for both the interior and
exterior. These redesigns could vary according to the country of origin for the car. For example,
in some European countries there was no redesign to the climate control area or to the rear of
the sedan models. The updated cars received a facelift which included a new grille, new
headlights, new front bumper, fenders and hood and redesigned taillights. The coupe and
sedans models also received a slight redesign to the bottom of the rear bumper. On the
pre-facelift sedans, the stop lights were on top of the reverse and turn lights; for the facelift
version, the reverse and turn lights were on top of the stop lights. Inside, the center console had
a makeover. The sliding air system controls were replaced by rotary ones, which freed up space
to accommodate an enlarged radio, which included the cassette player or Compact Disc player.
Previously, the large size of the ventilation controls reduced the size of the radio, necessitating
a slave cassette player or Compact Disc player at the bottom of the console. Fuel injection was
multi-point. The GX trim had the D16B5 engine designed to run on compressed natural gas. It
had a compression ratio of Most trim packages DX, LX, EX, Si were available with a standard
5-speed manual transmission with a hydraulic clutch, or an optional 4-speed automatic
transmission. Various gear sets and final drives were used between trims and model years,
resulting here are 4 different manual transmission combinations:. Si Coupe: Shortest gearing of
all the 6th generation Honda Civics, 4. The HX trim was offered with the 5-speed manual or a
CVT Continuously Variable Transmission which offered three driving ranges, D standard
transmission ratios for normal driving , S secondary ratios for spirited driving with higher
engine speeds , and L lowest ratios to provide maximum engine braking and peak power. The
conventional 4-speed automatic was not available on the HX trim. A JDM variant called the civic
RTi was also produced and it featured either manual and automatic transmissions coupled to a
Honda real-time all-wheel-drive layout. Other JDM Ferio models included a model with the
RealTime 4wheel drive and a rear wiper in the back window of the sedan, which was not seen in
other markets. Canadian trim packages were mostly similar to the United States, though with
different designations. All sedans and coupes had a group option package available that added
air conditioning and anti-lock brakes. The hatchbacks, available only in CX and DX trims, were
sold as economy cars ; as in the US, they had none of the amenities of other trims in the Civic
lineup, not even as options. All sedans, coupes, and the hatchback DX had two front airbags ;
while the CX hatchback had the driver's side airbag only. The car was similar to the Canadian
DX hatchback, but came with additional standard parts including mesh inch wheels identical to
an optional wheel in the Japanese market beginning with the previous generation of Civic, and
similar in design to the common third generation inch Integra mesh wheels , body-coloured side
mirrors and side mouldings, a mid-wing and a Special badge on the rear of the hatch. The Civic
was introduced in initially with two 1. In the year the VtiR body was no longer available as a ek4
hatch and instead sold as the em1 coupe. Indy Special Also available in Australia was a special
edition yellow version of the ek1 civic called the Indy Special. The name was inspired by Indy
car racing. Both came with regular front disk brakes and rear drum brakes. Transmission
choices were a 5-speed manual or a 4-speed automatic, available in both trims. During the
facelift, an SiR version was introduced. It had a B16a2 1. Formula red and sunburst yellow color
variants followed aftwerwards with silver accents on the center console. The only transmission
choice was a 5-speed manual. There was also the Civic Type R , sold only in the Japanese
domestic market , and only available as a hatchback and a 5-speed manual with LSD as the only
available transmission. The chassis was given the designation EK9. The EK9 was very special
as it was essentially based on the JDM EK4 SiR but taken out of the production line and given
additional reinforcement to the chassis and body shell. Weight was also meticulously removed
to create a light weight racecar feel. Other additions over the EK4 were bigger brakes,5 stud
wheel hub, quicker steering ratio, specially tuned suspension, Recaro seats, MOMO steering
wheel, titanium shift knob, front lip spoiler, rear wing, smoked headlights and a hand built
engine that embodied the racing spirit of Honda. This engine featured a hand polished cylinder
head, lighter flywheel, redesigned cam profiles, high compression pistons and balanced
crankshaft. The gearbox was fitted with a helical type limited slip differential. It has the 1. These
settings affected which cam was used, the ECU's air-fuel mapping, and gearbox behaviour on
automatics. S2 was the sportiest mode. In South Africa, the 3-door hatchback was sold under
the "Civic Coupe" pre-facelift and "Civic" facelift nameplates. The 4-door sedan was marketed
under the " Ballade " nameplate. In South Africa the 2-door Civic coupe Si was not available.
The Type R was never released into the South African market. It was built in five-door hatchback
and Aerodeck Estate models in various trim levels and engine sizes. The Aerodeck name was
previously used on the Honda Accord Aerodeck , which was a two-door station wagon,
popularly known in Europe as a shooting-brake. These came with five-door body and fifty-five
litre fuel tank, ABS, driver and passenger air bags, power steering and electric door mirrors,

amongst other things. The later models came with air conditioning as standard. The 1. The
Domani-based Civics were also available with the Rover L-Series diesel engine which was a
2-litre, eight-valve, direct-injection turbocharged unit 20T2N, 20T2R ; an essential addition in the
European market. Later diesel engines came with intercoolers. Compared to the original
Domani, the Liftback and Aerodeck featured a new interior, similar to that of the more upmarket
Rover Standard 1. The MB6 VTi-S five-door was made in a limited run of of each body type, and
only sold in the Honda colour 'Pirates Black', with body coloured bumpers. The VTI-S improved
on the appearance of the standard Civic VTi five-door with a more pronounced front lip and also
a rear lip on the bumpers, and different side skirts. It also came fitted with lightweight 15"
Speedline Chrono alloy wheels, with a split spoke design. The later VTi-S models came fitted
with the lightweight Speedline "fan" alloy wheels. Other than this, the it is identical to the
regular VTi. The instrument dials on later VTi-S models changed slightly, now with italic
numbering. The three-door EK4 VTi-S was produced in only and were produced in this time, all
on 'R' registration plates. The boot badges spelling out 'Honda' 'Civic' '1. Mechanically and in
performance terms it is identical to a regular EK4 VTi. To commemorate the Honda Mugen
Jordan F1 team. A car special limited edition Honda Civic VTi EK4 3-door model was created
with their own signed Eddie Jordan plaque with the specific number stamped on it in the centre
console. This car was sold in â€” It had the same basic spec as the EK4 VTi, but the extras
included: Sunlight Yellow paint work, yellow-and-black leather interior, Jordan decals on the
sides and rear of the car as well as stitched into the seats and floor carpets. Like the Renault
Clio Williams , the Jordan team had no involvement in the development of the car. Rover
developed these vehicles from the Honda Domani -based European Civic, using their own
engines. UK produced with styling and interior specifications were aimed primarily at the UK
market. Early automatic s used the Honda 1. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main
article: Honda Civic. This article may require cleanup to meet Wikipedia's quality standards. No
cleanup reason has been specified. Please help improve this article if you can. December Learn
how and when to remove this template message. Motor vehicle. The European Honda Civic
5-door liftback rebadged Domani. The Auto Channel. Goo-net in Japanese. Proto Corporation.
Retrieved Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda
Malaysia Racing Team. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links CS1
Japanese-language sources ja Articles needing cleanup from December All pages needing
cleanup Cleanup tagged articles without a reason field from December Wikipedia pages needing
cleanup from December Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from
August Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Masakazu Udagawa; Yoshi Kigoyoshi [2]. Honda Civic
fifth generation. Honda Civic seventh generation. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Honda Civic Kei car. Life Dunk. Acty Street. Brio Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ.
Accord CB. Accord CD. Accord CF. Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic
Coupe. Integra Coupe. Accord Coupe. Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type
R. Integra Type R. Sports car. Accord Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact
crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6.
Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB.
Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3. Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic
Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. When you subscribe, you receive only messages for the product
you have subscribed to. You can check your current subscriptions and remove yourself from
subscriptions at any time by visiting the Reviews Home page and clicking on the 'here' box
under Subscriptions. If you have comments, questions, or problems with this procedure please
write to the Forums Manager. This project involves a management team of volunteers who each
take a topic of interest and manage it with passion. The site will be something of which
everyone involved can be proud to say they were a part. Toggle navigation. Forgot Password.
Reviews Home. This review is about owning and using a K3 for almost a decade. I have
practically every option installed except for the second receiver and I operate CW, phone and
digital modes. When it goes on vacation with me there is absolutely nothing with respect to
capability that I wish I also had. We use single band dipoles separated as much as permitted
under the rules. No wonder these rigs have been so popular with DXpeditions over the years.
Not only is the receiver superb as has been well documented, but equally important, the
transmitter output is also quite clean. With the newly introduced K4 I suspect a number of K3s
will be offered for sale. If you are looking for a great portable, back up or even a primary station
rig, keep that in mind. Assembly was very smooth and straight forward. I am extremely
impressed with how well everything fit together. The only "nail biter" moment was attaching the

front face to the main chassis which requires carefully lining up around 80 pins to 80 sockets
and applying enough force to push them all together without damaging any of them. All went
fine and the rig worked perfectly when first turned on. I find the operation of the K3 to be
perfectly intuitive and have no issues at all with the menu system or control functions. My K3
was one of two that were used at my club's Field Day this year and everyone seemed quite
comfortable using it. I am very impressed with the ability to control the rig's CW keying and PTT
functions through the serial connector on the back of the rig. Many previous reviews have
discussed the various performance aspects of the K3 so I won't rehash them again other than to
say they are excellent. Two things that are worth noting are that during Field Day there was
absolutely no interference to or from any other rig observed on either K3, even if another rig
was on the same band. That was a first for us with our 3A operation. Also, when I operate on 6M
I feel that the receiver sensitivity seems perfectly adequate and don't really see the need for an
additional preamp. My K3 has the optional 2. I may add the second receiver someday, but since
this is my travel, Field Day and back-up rig, I will probably leave it equipped as is. I really like
the ability to taylor make the K3 to be what you want it to be to meet your personal needs. I am
very happy with my K3 and highly recommend it as a good, solid, well designed rig. My station
is moderate, no tower and not a contester but I like to listen a lot and have a small lot. I have
been an Elecraft user since building a K2 back in the day. I think that was I have had at least
three K-3's in the past but sold them to get something else I like to trade, and always looking for
a better solution. Recently with the used K-3S inflow and the anticipated announcement of the
K-4, this one became available and I snagged it. This one has the second receiver, and is all
filtered up in both receivers! It had some issues related to the past owner set-up specifically
when pulling out filters and forgot to reset the internal parameters so I placed a to call Elecraft.
As usual the support was over the top and they stayed with me through many emails and calls
to me until the issues were resolved. Nothing wrong with the radio, just set-up issues. FYI, the
past owner stayed with me until Elecraft stepped in. I compared it over the past few weeks with
everything in the shack. What can I say, absolutely outstanding radio, support folks and
company. My K3 is one of the earliest, serial It has been updated with the later K3S synth
boards, improved audio filter mod, gold plated front panel and PA connectors, etc. It has
performed flawlessly, and integrates easily into my ham setup, including data, logging, active
RX antenna and matching KPA for a seamless setup. The performance of a K3 is legendary, one
of the reasons most DXPeditions use them. I wouldn't swap my K3 for any other transceiver,
except a K3S. I have had my radio for about 9 years with perfect reliability on everything but a
connecting interface diode to my PC computer. The radio worked fine in every other way. I had
that problem fixed. The k3 radio has worked flawlessly in every other respect for 9 years. If
someday I need to get the k3 fixed, the replacement parts are available because the k3s parts
will upgrade my radio. Other manufactures run out of parts for old radios and will not fix your
radio. You have to buy another radio. If you want to repair the beast you have to find a third
party repair service or do it yourself. One even went bad just sitting in a sealed box in the closet
not the built in memory battery With my k3 I have transmitted with no antenna, open circuits and
about every other dumb thing I could muster with no damage to the the k3. It seems to me with
as many discrete components in a radio that it is a miracle for a radio to last 9 years my k3 is
still going strong I am an Elecraft fan because I know they will take care of me if there ever is a
problem. It is nice to have a radio that is world class and only weighs 7 pounds. Recently I
finally got around to hooking up my Yamha cm mike to the K3. All I did was set the compression
to 10 and adjusted the ALC per the manual. On my first SSB contact I asked how my audio
sounded. The reply was "perfect don't change a thing". I think the radio performs well. Another
thing I finally got around to doing was not running the RF gain all the way up. It is just as
sensitive and not noisy that way. I also find that setting a pitch around Hz is nice on cw. Another
major point is that everything on the receiver really works. NR,NB ,Spot,etc. That is a really nice
IF monitor. Really nice. My antenna is not real good but it is serviceable. Checked the antenna,
couplings, the station setting. It was at 10 db. Supposed to be adjustable with the VFO A in this
menu. Researching this on the web I found there are many other K3 owners who have had the
same problem and cannot get the ATTN to come down any or shut off at all. I am disgusted with
the idea of shipping it back to the factory to see if they can over come their design flaw. As it is,
I cannot sell this piece of junk to an unsuspecting ham. I might could have it upgraded to the
K3S and Elecraft would have to address the problem and then I could sell it and buy something
else. I am done with Elecraft. Picked up my K3 in January this year, and I have to say, I love this
radio! Some folks complain that it's just a "plain Jane" black box with a dated display. The
display does exactly what it's supposed to do, displays information. After using the K3 for 6
months now, I have to say, the more I use it, the more sense it makes. All of the needed
functions and controls are on the front panel. Once configured the suit your needs, there's little

need to go back to the menus. As I said, everything about the K3 just makes sense, don't know
why I waited so long to take the plunge! But as with any radio the heart beat of the station is
antennas, The higher and bigger the better. I still like my Kenwoods and Yeasu. But there is a
reason top dx'ers and contesters use the K-3 it's one of the three at the top of the heap. Just my
thoughts K9NZ. Given the age of this radio and the fact it has been updated to the "S" model, it
is very unlikely any additional improvements will be made unless they are carry overs from the
S model. It is entirely possible my main complaint with the radio has been addressed with the S
model but I don't think so. The radio is difficult to listen to for extended periods of time. The
audio is harsh. Also, I hear a high pitched hiss from the speaker as well as headphones used
with the radio. I have had a friend or two listen to see if they hear it as well and they do. This
noise is not present while listening to a signal of S5 or stronger. Tuning a quiet band listening
for weak signal DX can be very fatiguing after awhile. The noise reduction offers very little help.
Perhaps this is of no consequence when operating other modes such as digital. Operationally
the radio performs well in all other respects. Esthetically it is a plain black box. The display
could stand to be updated to something more pleasing to the eye. Most all radios of today show
little imagination in the way of artistic appeal. Some of the old tube radios from the fifties and
sixties were truly beautiful Collins S line equipment for example. The price is pretty high for a
radio that does not offer significantly better performance that its competitors. I am still
perplexed that a multi thousand dollar radio when accessories start to get added on comes
without a microphone! Well, it's been a long, long pleasurable run of operating since the days of
homebrew, cheap, 2-tube transmitters and grandma's shortwave radio. Some reading this may
never heard of a BFO but mine was just an external heterodyne signal so I could get a CW tone
out of the receiver. So, the K3? Oh, yeah, I can definitely say that it's a rig beyond my wildest
dreams. I ordered the K3 in kit form and ordered every possible option with one exception: The
voice recorder. Building it was a challenge even though no soldering was required something I
missed from the Heathkit days. On the other hand, one look at the intricate design and
miniaturization makes me grateful that I didn't have to challenge my year-old eyes and hands.
One thing I will say is that when you order the K3 in kit form and you also order ALL the
modules at that time, you will find yourself with one thumb in one assembly manual and another
thumb in the second manual. You see, if you had ordered the assembled kit and then
subsequently added certain modules, you would have to disassemble the K3 in order to insert
the new module. But, as you are building up the K3 for the first time, you have to maintain a
certain awareness as you interrupt the normal flow of building the basic K3 while "inserting"
and assembling the module to be added. In other words, you are assembling two items at once the K3 AND the module kit too. Then you are adding the modules in the process. Just saying,
this can get rather challenging considering you have two completely different sets of nuts and
bolts and kit parts being assembled in parallel. And, when adding a full-featured, second
receiver including its own sub-enclosure and full set of filters it gets to be a pretty crowded
neighborhood inside that little box. Just saying. The basic K3 will go together very smoothly but
a fully-packed one will be a daunting task for an inexperienced builder. With hardware this
expensive, take a look inside a full-featured, fully-packed K3 before attempting it. Younger folks
with more dexterity will have much less of a problem unless the youth and inexperience gives
way to being in too big a hurry. I like the old saying, "If you're not paranoid, then you don't have
all the facts. For the CW operator, I really don't believe that it gets any better than this. I
ragchew mostly, but who doesn't like busting a pileup. If you enjoy that as much as I do, the 2nd
receiver and I mean it's really a full 2nd unit is wonderful. There are many uses for it. Diversity
mode is a RTTYer's dream. For CW, I use the SUB-receiver to listen to the pileup guys in the
right ear of stereo phones while using the main receiver to hear the DX station in the left ear.
This technique lets me transmit there and the DX station's receiver, having just listened there,
has me centered right in his bandpass. He hears you without having to tune on his end. Works
like a charm. You don't need a tower and a beam if you have tools like the K3 and some skillz. I
can't say enough good about it. Suffice it to say that the manual on the K3 is comprehensive.
It's not as complicated as some want to make it. Take the features you need, one at a time, and
use the manual to understand them. Use them and you will be rewarded. Customer service at
Elecraft is second to none. Everyone in the customer service business knows right away if you
have at least done your homework before asking someone to help. Don't wear them down
unnecessarily please. If you are like me and finally can get your dream rig, the K3 will not let
you down. If you are more into SSB, I can say that I have spent many hours just enjoying the EQ
setups and getting my mic to have broadcast audio quality with the K3 but I don't enjoy that
mode anymore. The AM days were a long time ago for me. But, again, I can tell that the K3 lacks
nothing in anyway that I can see. I might add that if you are really in the mood, the P3 is a
wonderful accessory. Overall, the K3 now the K3S is the zenith. I hear that unless you have lab

test equipment, you won't be able to tell the difference between the K3 and K3S. So, if you can
find a good K3 at your price point, you will be a very happy op. Time Owned: 3 to 6 months. I'm
really not an authority on CW rigs. I could easily give the K3 a 5 except I don't see myself as a
qualified authority. Got the K3 in September I had the K2 for 5 years. Until the K3, it was the best
CW rig I ever owned. Far and away above functionality that I would have expected. There are so
many features on this rig I haven't even used yet. Will keep me happy for many years to come. I
deliberated over the TT Eagle, but I hate having to drill into menus in order to change CW speed
or power on the fly. Elecraft is a wonderful group!! And their products are simply ingenious.
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